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A bstract : Wc have computed the specific conductivity a  of the plasma sheet for the 
selected 22 substorm events occurred in the maximum solar activity year and found out the 
variations of the above with plasma /J-parametei (ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure) 
and geomagnetic activity indices The dependence of the correlation coefficient R m between 
planetary index Kp and sunspot number x  on the specific conductivity of the plasma sheet was 
studied The effect ofslorm  index Dsl on specific conductivity was found that us the Ds( level 
increases, specific conductivity falls and this reveals an anti correlation between the storm index 
and the geomagnetic activity in the plasma sheet
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1- Introduction

i'hc plasm a sheet in the geom agnetotail is the site o f the dynam o that drives auroral 

currents, w hich in turn produces geom agnetic variations m easured by the auroral electrojet 

indices [1J. The energy for the dynam o is provided by the solar wind generated Poynting 

flux through the lobe. The poynting flux is absorbed in the plasma sheet and transform ed 

into m echanical or therm al energy  through dynam ic and therm odynam ic processes 

respectively. This energy is partially precipitated mlo the ionosphere and partially injected 

lnt0 the ring current. The Poynting flux through the lobe consists o f two parts : one is 

related to convection fields, and the other to fast mode waves propagating through the lobe. 

The rates at w hich  these  form s o f  energy flux are absorbed depend on d ifferen t 

characteristics o f the plasm a sheet [2]. The convective poynting flux from the lobe can exist 

°nly if there is an earthw ard  convection in the plasm a sheet, Le., the rate at which it is
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absorbed. B ecause it crosses the separatrix  betw een open lobe and closed  field lines, its 

ex is ten ce  req u ires  an e lec tric  field  on the sep a ra trix  and thus invo lves magnetic 

reconnection [3]. Enhanced absorption requires enhanced reconnection and conduction m 

the plasm a sheet.

The rate at w hich the energy flux absorbed in the plasm a sheet depends on its 

tem perature and the thickness o f the plasm a sheet boundary layer. The auroral electrojet 

index AE correlates well with the tem perature of the plasm a sheet [4]. This correlation 

suggests that therm odynam ics o f the plasm a sheet is im portant as well as its dynamics 

The presen t paper incorpora tes the therm odynam ics and geom agnetic  activity  in the 

plasm a sheet.

G eom agnetic  and solar activity indices have been used to study the dependence between 

p lasm a sheet param eters and geom agnetic activity.

1. The plasma /3-parameter and plasm a sheet tem perature T for the 22 isolated subsiorm 

events occurred  in the m axim um  solar activity  years (1978 and 1979) from the 

G EO S-2 observations have been collected [51-

2. AE, Ds, and sunspot num bers correspond to the selected substorm  events.

The AE index was derived from  the horizontal com ponent o f the geomagnetic 

varia tions observed  in the 10-13 observatories along the auroral zone in the northern 

hem isphere  and was supplied  by the W orld  D ata C entre  C2 for geom agnetism  The 

equatorial Dst indices and sunspot num bers were taken from the 1AGA B ulletin and 

N SSD C  Interplanetary m edium  data book, respectively.

The re la tionsh ip  betw een solar and geom agnetic activity  w as reported and was 

show n that the variation o f solar plasm a through the sunspot cycle changes the size of the 

m agnetosphere and its interaction with the m agnetosphere varies with the effectiveness ot 

feeding solar plasm a into the m agnetosphere [6J.

W e have selected 22 substorm  events from the m axim um  solar activity years 1978 

and 1979, since du ring  so lar m axim um  the energy input into the m agnetosphere is 

m axim um . So it will be an apt period  to study the m agncTosphcric phenom ena like 

subslorm s and hence plasm a sheet behaviour.

3. Method

(a) Plasma sheet heating :

C onsider the perturbation  d isplacem ent o f a pan icle  in the z-direction through the plasma 

sheet a long a closed  field line w ith antisunw ard  propagating  U LF w aves having wave 

vector k with com ponents ( ^ ,  and frequency co. The U LF waves perturb a field line 

with a parallel wave num ber k\\ and excite oscillations o f this field line at its own resonance 

frequency coA. If Q) = coA, oscillations will grow to a very high am plitude and a resonance 

layer develops between the lobe and neutral sheet
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The energy dissipation rate Q integrated over the resonance layer and the wave 
temperature Tw arc given by [7] as

where T is the temperature o f the plasma sheet; Pf: is rclaied to the amplitude ol magnetic 
fluctuations in the lobe ~I0~4 — 1 O’ 2 nT~ Hz [8], Az is the scale length o f the gradient o f the 
A ll\en  speed in the resonance layer where the absorption o f U L F  waves occur and m, and j3 
are the average ion mass and plasma /3-paramcter in the plasma sheet, respectively

A> the heating rate o f the plasma sheet is never zero, a steady state o f the plasma 
icmpcraimc can be reached only when the length o f the plasma sheet is balanced by the loss 
tin ough convection or through heal conduction into Ihe ionosphere. So the heating rate has 

maximum value at T = Tw.

Lq. (1) indicates the possib ility o f chaos When a parcel o f plasma convecls through 
I lie heating layer, the amount o f heating is determined by the temperature o f the plasma 
sheet. Once the plasma parcel has traversed, the temperature o f the heating layer increases 
i J < 7’,) or decreases ( T > Tw). Thus the next parcel o f plasma w ill be heated by d ifferent 
(ummil A fte r one more traversal, the plasma sheet temperature changes again and the 
healing rale also changes and so on.

i/'J Comlm tivity in the plasma sheet:

I he physics o f the entropy change described by Ref. 171, invokes the heating mechanism o f 
the thermal catastrophe model o f substorms. Th is  model was developed specifically in 
iespouse to the observation that the plasma sheet temperature is positively correlated w ith 

magnitude. Under appropriate conditions, A lfven  waves arc absorbed in the resonance 
layei near the edge o f the plasma sheet. Th is  gives rise to a stepwise increase in thermal 
eneigy w ith in  the layer The Poyn ling  flux  entering the plasma sheet is o f  the order ol 
I0 17 _ i()iK crg cm 2 s- i ? an(j degree and duration o f healing process then depends on the 
conduction speeds w ith in  the plasma sheet Th is  model has the advantage o f a llow ing the 
resonance layer to be extended in the x-direction, thus permitting the energization at several 
locations, w h ile  being restricted in the z-dircction. The study on the conductivity in the 
plasma sheet w ill give the main aspects o f substorm energy dissipation comparable w ith the 
ionosphere.

In Sweet-Parker's reconnection model [9], the velocity V w ith  which the magnetic 
holds arc d iffusing into each other at the reconnection region is given by V = \/Lcj, where L 
,s the ha lf length o f the current sheet and <7 is the specific conductivity o f the plasma sheet 
Particles and was determined to be varying w ith  plasma sheet temperature T as

(1)

( 2 )

tr = 2 x  10-,4 TV2 (3)
Usmg eqs. (1) and (2), the plasma sheet temperature T fo r the selected 22 substorm events 
Wcre computed. For computing T, we used (0  = 20 kHz, = k ■ B/\B[ kL = sj(k2 -  ) ,
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Az =  500 km  and P = 0.005 n T 2 H z and all other param eters used are as given in Ref 

[10]. The a  values during  the selected  events w ere also calculated  using the computed 
values o f  T and the variation o f G with plasm a sheet param eters and geom agnetic activity 

was studied.

4. Results and discussions

Figure 1 represents the variation o f g  with plasm a /^-parameter during the selected substonn 

events. From  Figure 1, it is clear that as plasm a /^-parameter increases, (7 also increases and 

reaches m axim um  at a particu lar value o f  ft, and then begin  to decrease. The wave 

tem peratu re o f  the wave propagating  through the resonance layer o f  the plasm a sheet 

increases w ith the increase o f p lasm a ^-param eter and reaches m axim um  at a particular 

value o f p, and then begins to decrease 111]. D ue to the association o f tem perature and 

specific  conductiv ity  in the p lasm a sheet during  geom agnetic  activ ity , the nature of 
variation o f  specific conductivity  resem bles that o f tem perature with p lasm a /J-parametpr 

The heating o f the plasm a in the plasma sheet is balanced by the loss through convection or 
through heat conduction into the ionosphere. The degree and duration o f heating process in 

the plasm a sheet depends on the convection speeds within the plasm a sheet, which allows 
the convection o f particles and energization o f particles at different regions o f the plasma 
sheet [12]. As p lasm a /3-param eler increases, the convection  or conduction  rate also 
increases and the tem perature and specific conductivity  decreases and thus plasm a sheet 

heating decreases.

Figure 1. Variation of a  with plasma /J -parameter.

Figure 2 is the graphical representation o f the variation o f specific conductivity Gin 

the p lasm a sheet w ith AE index. From  Figure 2, we observe that as the auroral electrojet 

index increases, the specific  conductivity  also increases and reaches a m axim um  value 

(AE = 240 nT) follow ed by a decrease o f higher values o f AE. This effect can be explained 

as follow s. The energy flux absorption in the plasm a sheet depends on its tem perature [12] 

D uring  high activ ity  tim es, the tem perature o f  the plasm a sheet increases and hence the 

specific conductivity. As the specific conductivity increases, the rate o f absorption increases
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and then reaches a m axim um  value at some critica l temperature and then begins to 
decrease. Thus a thermal catastrophe can occur during which the plasma sheet specific 
conductivity increases rapidly.
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Figure 2. Variation of crwithAf index.

The study on the variation o f the correlation coefficient Rm between the planetary 
index Kp and sunspot number ^ w ith  a  during the selected substorm events is shown in 
Figure 3 From Figure 3, we observe that the positive correlations are more prominent than 
negative correlations i.e. sunspot number and Kft index have great influence on plasma sheet 
thermodynamics. Th is study agrees w ell w ith  that of [13] which reveals the correlation 
between plasma sheet parameters and sunspot number.

Figure 3. Variation of Rm with a  Filf-re 4. Vanatiun ul a  w.th l \ ,  index

Earlier studies showed that solar activ ity has considerable effect on AE and L\x and 
which in tum  affects the plasma sheet parameters. Here we checked the nature o l variation 
l>( tr in  the plasma sheet daring suhslorm events w ith D „ index. Figure 4 reveals that as
7lD/es ._
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Dsl levels increase, the specific conductivity of the plasma sheet decreases. This may be 
due to the fact that when Dsl level increases, the ring current intensity begins to grow and 
the energy input from the solar wind increases. Thus there is a decrease of temperature m 
the plasma sheet and so the specific conductivity.

5. Conclusion

Theoretical understanding of the production and absorption of energy in plasma and its 
conversion into random thermal motions is still in a primitive stage, partly because of its 
non-linear nature and partly due to the difficulty in disentangle heating effects from 
confinement effects in experiments. Particle diffusion in high temperature plasma lies at the 
heart o f plasma confinem ent problems. The current work is an effort to study plasma 
heating processes which excite instabilities.
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